Teleportation of single photon states via EPR pairs
Experiment: Bouwmeester et al., Nature 390, 575 (1997) Initial state: 
Quantum teleportation across the river Danube
The quantum channel (optical fiber F) rests in a sewage-pipe tunnel below the Danube in Vienna with a total length of 800 m. Fidelity>80%. Then Bob measures in z direction (100% probability):
Then Carol measures in z direction (100% probability):
Verdet constant is proportional to the difference in index of refraction for right (σ + ) and left (σ -) circularly polarized light, which is proportional to the magnetization of the material:
Horizontal linear polarization (↔):
Right circular polarization (σ + ):
Left circular polarization (σ -):
Single-qubit teleportation
Spin state of excess electron in quantum dot of destination:
Incoming photon is linearly polarized in, e.g. x direction:
(1) After interaction of photon with quantum dot:
Process involving heavy/light hole: (1) 
Full Hamiltonian in rotating frame: 
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Both photon interactions involve heavy holes:
One photon interaction involves a heavy hole, the other photon interaction a light hole:
Both photon interactions involve light holes:
Conditional phase shift for maximum entanglement:
⇒ Faraday rotation of photon polarization: 
Collapse of the GHZ states
Knowledge of detection outcome ⇒ teleportation from D to D' complete Generalization to n qubits is straightforward.
Complexity of n-qubit GHZ teleportation scales linearly with n. 
Production of entangled photons
Knowledge of detection outcome ⇒ "direct teleportation" from spins to photons 
